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ABSTRACT
The RefSeq project at the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) maintains and curates a
publicly available database of annotated genomic,
transcript, and protein sequence records (http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/). The RefSeq project
leverages the data submitted to the International Nucleotide Sequence Database Collaboration (INSDC)
against a combination of computation, manual curation, and collaboration to produce a standard set
of stable, non-redundant reference sequences. The
RefSeq project augments these reference sequences
with current knowledge including publications, functional features and informative nomenclature. The
database currently represents sequences from more
than 55 000 organisms (>4800 viruses, >40 000
prokaryotes and >10 000 eukaryotes; RefSeq release 71), ranging from a single record to complete
genomes. This paper summarizes the current status of the viral, prokaryotic, and eukaryotic branches
of the RefSeq project, reports on improvements to
data access and details efforts to further expand the
taxonomic representation of the collection. We also
* To

highlight diverse functional curation initiatives that
support multiple uses of RefSeq data including taxonomic validation, genome annotation, comparative
genomics, and clinical testing. We summarize our
approach to utilizing available RNA-Seq and other
data types in our manual curation process for vertebrate, plant, and other species, and describe a new
direction for prokaryotic genomes and protein name
management.
INTRODUCTION
For the past 15 years the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) RefSeq database has served as an
essential resource for genomic, genetic and proteomic research. The RefSeq project’s provision of curated and stable annotated reference genomes, transcripts, and proteins
for selected viruses, microbes, organelles, and eukaryotic organisms, has allowed researchers to focus on the best representative sequence data in contrast to the redundant data
in GenBank, and to unambiguously reference specific genetic sequences. The RefSeq collection provides explicitly
linked genome, transcript, and protein sequence records
that incorporate publications, informative nomenclature,
and standardized and expanded feature annotations. Ref-
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Seq records are integrated into NCBI’s resources including
the Nucleotide, Protein, and BLAST databases and can be
easily identified by the keyword ‘RefSeq’ and by their distinct accession prefixes that define their type (Table 1). All
RefSeq data are subject to quality assurance (QA) checks
with some specialized QA tests developed for different taxa
or data types. For example, all viral RefSeqs undergo taxonomic review by NCBI staff before public release. RefSeq
accessions are widely cited in scientific publications and genetic databases because they provide a stable and consistent
coordinate system that can be used as a baseline for reporting gene specific data, clinical variation, and cross-species
comparisons. These reference sequence standards are increasingly important because accurate reporting and reproducibility are vital components for best practices in biomedical research (1).
In recent years advanced sequencing techniques have facilitated a substantial increase in whole genome assembly
submissions to the public databases. As a result, the RefSeq
project has concordantly expanded the depth and breadth
of taxa included in the dataset primarily through improvements to several in-house annotation pipelines. All taxa are
in scope for RefSeq inclusion; however, annotation is often
limited to those organisms for which a high quality primary
genome assembly is available with uncontested organism information. Thus, we may exclude some categories of data
that don’t meet our quality standards. Excluded datasets include: metagenomes, assemblies with low contig N50 values
or especially high number of unplaced scaffolds/contigs (i.e.
high fragmentation), or genomes that have significant mismatch or indel variation compared to other closely related
genomes for the species (e.g. some prokaryotes).
A unique aspect of the RefSeq dataset is the combined
approach of leveraging computation, collaboration and curation by NCBI scientific staff. As a large bioinformatics
facility, NCBI has invested in developing robust process
flows to generate annotation and perform quality assurance tests for eukaryotic and prokaryotic genomes, transcripts, and proteins. Improvements to the viral genomes
process flow are in progress. The RefSeq group collaborates
with numerous expert groups including official nomenclature authorities (e.g. HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee (HGNC) and Zebrafish Information Network (ZFIN)
for human and zebrafish gene names respectively), UniProtKB (protein names) and miRBase (microRNAs) (2–5).
These, and other, collaborations help maintain and improve on the quality of the RefSeq data set through QA
reports, exchanges of gene and sequence information, and
exchanges of functional information. NCBI staff also provide curation support for viruses, prokaryotes, eukaryotes,
organelles, plasmids, and targeted projects including curating genes and sequences for Homo sapiens, Mus musculus
and other organisms. RefSeq curators improve the quality of the database through review of QA test results, involvement in the selection of certain inputs for genome annotation processing, sequence analysis, taxonomic analysis, and functional review. Curation also supports improvements to genome annotation pipelines as content experts
help define programmatic approaches to model both typical and atypical biology. For eukaryotes, particularly mammals, transcript-based curation defines ‘best’ sequence rep-

resentatives (as ‘known’ RefSeqs; Table 1 footnote) which
are used as a primary input reagent to the eukaryotic
genome annotation pipeline (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
books/NBK169439/). Improvements in input reagent quality in turn add significant quality and reproducibility to the
resultant genome annotation. This type of manual curation
has historically been focused on human and mouse because
of their unique biomedical importance (6). More recently
these curation efforts have given greater attention to Rattus
norvegicus, Danio rerio, Bos taurus, and Gallus gallus. These
species are relevant to human health as well as agricultural
sustainability.
In this paper, we report on our progress in expanding
the RefSeq dataset to include more diverse organisms, describe improvements in data access, and provide examples
illustrating an increased focus on providing phylogenetically useful datasets as well as functional feature annotation on RefSeq transcript and protein records. We anticipate these efforts and improvements in the RefSeq dataset
will continue to contribute to the advancement of medical
translational research, agricultural improvements, phylogenetic identification, and evolutionary studies.
GENERATING THE REFSEQ DATASET
RefSeq sequence records are generated by different methods depending on the sequence class and organism.
Archaeal and bacterial genomes (see Prokaryotes section) are annotated using NCBI’s prokaryotic genome
annotation pipeline (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/
NBK174280/), while a small number of reference bacterial genomes are supported by collaboration and manual curation. RefSeq eukaryotic genomes are provided using two process flows. The majority of plant, animal, insect and arthropod genomes are annotated by the eukaryotic genome annotation pipeline. This pipeline generates
annotation results based on available transcript data (including RNA-Seq and transcriptome shotgun assembly
(TSA) data), as well as protein homology, ab initio prediction (largely when transcriptome data are unavailable), and
available known (curated) RefSeq transcripts and proteins
(see Table 1). Pipeline-generated annotation (model RefSeqs) may or may not have support for the complete exon
combination from a single evidence alignment but may have
RNA-Seq support for exon pairs. The eukaryotic genomes
which have been annotated by this pipeline are reported
publicly with links to download the data by FTP, to view
or perform a BLAST query against the annotated genome,
or to access a detailed annotation report summary (http:
//www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/annotation euk/all/). The
pipeline for a subset of eukaryotes including fungi, protozoa, and nematodes involves propagating annotation
that has been submitted to the International Nucleotide
Sequence Database Collaboration (INSDC), with format
standardization, to a RefSeq copy of the submitted genome
assembly (see Algae, Fungi, Nematodes and Protozoa).
NCBI staff provide the bulk of RefSeq organelle genome
annotation through propagation from the INSDC submission. Mammalian mitochondria annotation is often supplemented with manual curation. The RefSeq project also
maintains reference sequences for targeted loci projects
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Table 1. RefSeq accession prefixes
Prefix

Molecule type

Use context
Chromosomes
Linkage Groups
Chromosomes
Linkage Groups
Chromosomes
Scaffolds
Used predominantly for prokaryotic genomes.
Scaffolds
Scaffolds
Genomic regions.
A genomic region record may represent a single or multiple genetic loci (e.g. rRNA targeted locus,
RefSeqGene, non-transcribed pseudogene)
protein-coding transcripts
protein-coding transcripts
non-protein-coding transcripts including lncRNAs, structural RNAs, transcribed pseudogenes, and
transcripts with unlikely protein-coding potential from protein-coding genes
non-protein-coding transcripts, as above
Proteins annotated on NM transcript accessions or annotated on genomic molecules without an
instantiated transcript (e.g. some mitochondrial genomes, viral genomes, and reference bacterial
genomes
Proteins annotated on AC genomic accessions or annotated on genomic molecules without an
instantiated transcript record
Proteins annotated on XM transcript accessions or annotated on genomic molecules without an
instantiated transcript record
Proteins annotated on genomic molecules without an instantiated transcript record
Proteins that are non-redundant across multiple strains and species. A single protein of this type
may be annotated on more than one prokaryotic genome

NC

1

DNA

AC

1

DNA

NZ

2

DNA

NT 3
NW 3
NG 1

DNA
DNA
DNA

NM 3,4
XM 3,5
NR 3,4

mRNA
mRNA
RNA

XR 3,5
NP 3,4

RNA
protein

AP

3

protein

XP

3,5

protein

YP 3
WP 6

1 The

protein
protein

complete accession number format consists of the prefix, including the underscore, followed by 6 numbers followed by the sequence version number.

2 The complete accession format consists of the prefix followed by the INSDC accession number that the RefSeq record is based on followed by the RefSeq

sequence version number.
complete accession number format consists of the prefix, including the underscore, followed by 6 or 9 numbers followed by the sequence version
number.
4 Records with this accession prefix have been curated by NCBI staff or a model organism database, or are in the pool of accessions that curators work
with. These records are referred to as the ‘known’ RefSeq dataset.
5 Records with this accession prefix are generated through either the eukaryotic genome annotation pipeline, or the small eukaryotic genome annotation
pipeline. Records generated via the first method are referred to as the ‘model’ RefSeq dataset.
6 The complete accession number format consists of the prefix, including the underscore, followed by 9 numbers followed by the version number. The version
number is always ‘.1’ as these records are not subject to update. See online documentation for additional information: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/about/
nonredundantproteins/.
3 The

such as RefSeqGene, which is a member of the Locus Reference Genomic (LRG) collaboration (7), for bacterial and
fungal ribosomal rRNA loci, and for fungal internal transcribed spacer sequences (ITS) (8). In addition, a significant
number of human, mouse, and other transcripts and proteins are provided through collaboration and manual curation which includes sequence analysis and literature review.
NCBI’s prokaryotic (see below) and eukaryotic annotation pipelines have kept pace with the increasing number
of genome assemblies submitted to INSDC by providing
consistent annotation onto RefSeq copies of selected high
quality submitted genome assemblies. To date, 245 eukaryotic genomes, including 170 vertebrate genomes, have been
annotated by this pipeline, of which more than 120 species
were annotated in the past 20 years. Among this group are
52 bird species that include representative species of most
avian orders (9,10). There has also been a significant expansion in the number of RefSeq-annotated assemblies for nonhuman primates, other mammals, fish, plants, and arthropods.

ACCESSING THE REFSEQ DATASET
The RefSeq homepage http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/
is a central hub for all aspects of the RefSeq dataset. This
site provides links that guide users through a general description of the project as well as factsheets, growth statistics
and information on more focused RefSeq projects such as
the Prokaryotic genome re-annotation initiative, the Consensus Coding Sequence (CCDS) project (11) the RefSeqGene project, and Targeted Loci (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/refseq/targetedloci/) projects. Links to the most current
comprehensive FTP release and detailed documentation on
the format and content of the release can be found in the
‘Announcements’ section of the RefSeq homepage. Previous
RefSeq announcements are also available from this page.
We strongly encourage downloading RefSeq data directly
from NCBI, as downloads from other bioinformatics and
genome browser resources may not include all of the available data, or may merely reflect alignments of RefSeq transcripts to a genome rather than the genome annotation results that are generated by NCBI.
RefSeq sequence data can be accessed interactively using NCBIs Nucleotide and Protein databases, in BLAST
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databases, through NCBI’s programmatic interface (Eutilities), or through file transfer protocol (FTP). Eutilities support scripted access to download RefSeq
data in a variety of formats based on either search
terms or accession lists; extensive documentation is available in the NCBI Handbook (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
books/NBK25501/) and training videos are available from
NCBI’s YouTube channel (https://www.youtube.com/user/
NCBINLM). Both the Nucleotide and Protein databases
allow for query results to be restricted to only RefSeq
records by selecting ‘RefSeq’ under the ‘Source database’
in the filters sidebar. RefSeq data may also be accessed
from other NCBI databases including Assembly, BioProject, Gene, and Genome by following the links provided to
Nucleotide, Protein, or FTP resources Information on curation changes within the RefSeq group or NCBI updates
that impact the RefSeq database are reported through several sources including RefSeq FTP release notes, periodic
published reports, the NCBI Announcements News feed
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/news/ and through the NCBI
Insights Blog http://ncbiinsights.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/. Users
may also subscribe to the refseq-announce mail list to receive periodic updates about the project and a summary of
the content of each RefSeq FTP release (http://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/mailman/listinfo/refseq-announce/).
RefSeq data are distributed via FTP through two sites,
refseq (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/) and genomes (ftp:
//ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/). The refseq FTP site provides daily updates of all new and updated RefSeq records,
weekly updates of some data types, and a bi-monthly comprehensive RefSeq release (/refseq/release/). In addition,
select organism-specific transcript and protein datasets, including human and mouse, are updated weekly. The RefSeqGene subdirectory is updated daily, with alignments to
the genome released with each annotation run. The comprehensive bi-monthly RefSeq release is organized by taxonomic (e.g. vertebrate mammals) or other groupings (e.g.
mitochondria). Data may also be downloaded for the entire RefSeq collection from the /refseq/release/complete/
directory. The RefSeq release offers an advantage for those
who want to maintain periodic updates of either the complete collection or a single group. It also includes records
that are not available from the companion genomes FTP
site, such as transcripts in the collection that are maintained independently from, and may not be currently
annotated on, a genome assembly. The release is provided with significant documentation of the files installed
(/refseq/release/release-catalog/) including MD5 checksums, a list of all installed files, as well as release notes and
announcements (/refseq/release/release-notes/).
RefSeq data can also be downloaded from the genomes
FTP site. In August 2014 NCBI announced a major reorganization of this FTP site which now provides assembly and organism-based access to both GenBank and RefSeq genomes (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/refseq/).
This directory is further divided into subdirectories based
on the same groups that are used in the RefSeq release,
each of which provides additional sub-divisions by species.
The genomes FTP site provides files representing all RefSeq genome assemblies reported in NCBI’s Assembly resource (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/). The advantage

of the genomes site is that the data can be accessed in an
assembly- or organism-specific manner. Data provided includes genome and product (transcript/protein) sequence,
annotation, assembly reports and statistics, and MD5
checksums; these data are updated when the genome assembly and/or annotation are updated. This area does not
include RefSeq sequences that are outside the scope of a
genome assembly or products that are not annotated on a
genome.
GROWTH AND STATISTICS
RefSeq FTP release 71 (July 2015) includes more than 77
million sequence records for more than 55 000 organisms.
Table 2 summarizes the growth of the RefSeq dataset in
the last year in terms of the organisms and number of sequence records represented per each RefSeq release FTP
directory area. Bacterial genomes and proteins comprise
the bulk of the RefSeq dataset (56% of the total accessions
and 76% of the >52 million protein accessions). Significant increases in the number of organisms, proteins, and total records are seen for invertebrate, plant, and eukaryotic
organisms which is consistent with the increased number
and throughput of genome sequencing projects. A significant factor for the continued high rate of growth of RefSeq
data are improvements in genome pipelines that generate
annotated RefSeq genomes. Most notably, this includes increased capacity in NCBI’s prokaryotic genome annotation
pipeline, re-development of the process flow that propagates
annotation from eukaryotic GenBank genomes onto RefSeq genomes, and the incorporation of RNA-Seq evidence
in NCBI’s eukaryotic genome annotation pipeline and its
impact on generating model RefSeqs (XM , XR and XP
accessions, Table 1).
The dramatic decrease in the number of plasmid protein records, and thus in the number of total accessions,
reflects the completion of a RefSeq bacterial genome
re-annotation project (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/
about/prokaryotes/reannotation/) and the adoption of the
new data model for prokaryotes, including their plasmids. In this new data model a single RefSeq nonredundant protein accession may be annotated on more
than one genomic sequence record when translation of
those genomic protein-coding regions results in an identical protein (see http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/about/
nonredundantproteins/). Redundancy in all bacterial proteins also significantly decreased; however, it is not apparent
here due to continued significant increases in the number of
bacterial genomes included in the dataset. These changes
also resulted in an overall drop in the number of archaeal
protein records.
VERTEBRATES
A select group of vertebrates including Homo sapiens, Mus
musculus, Rattus norvegicus, Gallus gallus, Bos taurus and
Danio rerio are the major focus of our transcript- and
literature-based manual curation efforts. Curators generally work from lists of genes with data conflicts identified
by quality assurance (QA) tests, some of which were previously described (12). They follow a detailed set of guide-
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Table 2. Annual growth in the number organisms, proteins, and transcripts represented in the comprehensive RefSeq release, per FTP release directory
Release Directory

Organisms

% Change

Transcripts

% Change

Proteins

% Change

Archaea
Bacteria
Fungi
Invertebrate
Mitochondrion
Plant
Plasmid
Plastid
Protozoa
Vertebrate mammalian
Vertebrate other
Viral
Complete

952
39660
3367
1786
5732
847
2139
843
273
776
2755
4850
55267

12
40
18
29
24
59
31
54
27
14
26
17
34

1109
19650
1438749
1435978
112
2181963
12
120
849678
3778288
2097939
0
11803354

318
488
17
76
-15
86
9
0
46
44
85
0
56

1037407
40194748
1440956
1367317
83208
2067971
126725
72579
865048
3266845
2023378
230360
52494032

-5
14
17
74
24
75
-62
50
45
39
84
15
20

a Counts

are based on statistics reports that are available from the RefSeq FTP site at ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/release/release-statistics/ (e.g. archaea.acc taxid growth.txt and related files). The percent annual change is based on comparing data counts for RefSeq release 71 (July 2015) and RefSeq
release 66 (July 2014).

lines when analyzing each gene in order to ensure crossperson consistency in the curated dataset. This analysis involves in-depth sequence assessment and literature review
to create reference transcripts, proteins, pseudogenes and
RefSeqGene records. RefSeq curators generate transcript
variants, resolve sequence errors, remove inaccurate information, update records to correctly represent the biology
of the locus, and add valuable functional information to
some RefSeq records such as improved protein names, a
summary of the function of the gene product, functional
features of the gene, and/or relevant publications. Manual
curation and literature review by the RefSeq group can result in the representation of unique variants and isoforms
that would not be predicted when based solely on computational analysis. For instance, literature review of the
human tumor suppressor gene, PTEN (phosphatase and
tensin homolog, GeneID: 5728) revealed the existence of
a longer protein isoform resulting from use of an alternative in-frame upstream CUG initiation codon found at the
center of a palindromic sequence upstream of the canonical mRNA translation start codon (13). Strong experimental data indicated that this mitochondrial-specific isoform initiates with a leucine, rather than a methionine (14).
The RefSeq data model for eukaryotes provides one transcript explicitly linked to one protein. Therefore, two identical transcript records were provided to reflect translation
from the alternate initiation codons; NP 000305.3 represents the 403 amino acid protein that uses the canonical
methionine start codon, while NP 001291646.2 represents
the mitochondrial-localized 576 amino acid protein that
initiates with a leucine. Thus, the curation process serves
a dual purpose of providing accurate reference sequences
that facilitate precise and reproducible genome annotation
and providing records that include relevant biological information. In this section we discuss recent updates, improvements we have made to our manual curation process, and
examples of focused curation projects.
RefSeqGene project
The RefSeqGene sub-project defines human genomic sequences to be used as reference standards for wellcharacterized genes, particularly for use by the clinical ge-

netics community. These sequences serve as a stable foundation for reporting pathogenic variants, for establishing conventions for numbering exons and introns, and for defining
the coordinates of other variants. Each RefSeqGene record
focuses on a gene-specific genomic region and typically is
annotated with a subset of RefSeq transcripts and proteins
selected by domain experts. Those selections determine
exon features. Alignments of older versions of the canonical RefSeq transcript/protein, as well as other known RefSeqs, are included. These records typically include 5 kilobases (kb) of sequence upstream of the focus gene, and 2
kb of sequence downstream, to support representation of
potential regulatory sites or deletions extending beyond the
gene feature. A RefSeqGene record may include annotation information for other genes that are located within its
boundaries. RefSeqGene records are reviewed initially by
locus-specific databases and NCBI staff. RefSeqGene is a
member of the LRG collaboration (7) which provides additional review of the sequence data before adding an LRG accession. A recent work focus expanded the number of RefSeqGene records to represent all genes for which at least
two clinical tests have been submitted to the NIH Genetic
Testing Registry (GTR). At this time there are 5596 RefSeqGene records, of which 633 have an LRG accession. RefSeqGene records can be retrieved by searching the Nucleotide
database with ‘refseqgene[keyword]’, by their LRG accessions, by browsing the RefSeqGene web site (www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/refseq/rsg/), or by FTP (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
refseq/H sapiens/RefSeqGene/).
Incorporation of RNA-Seq and other data types in transcriptbased curation
A major goal of the RefSeq curation project is to represent high quality and full-length transcript and protein reference sequences. As such, our curation criteria are primarily based on conventional transcript (mRNA and ESTs) and
protein alignments and published evidence. However, vertebrate transcriptome projects have become ever more complex with the majority of new transcript data currently generated by short read sequencing technology. Genome-wide
studies looking at global patterns of promoter-associated
epigenetic marks also provide evidence of active promot-
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ers and/or active transcription. The RefSeq group has adjusted curation practices to incorporate these new data
types to enhance our manual annotation, particularly in
cases where a gene or variant lacks abundant conventional
transcript support. These RNA-Seq and epigenomic studies have generated enormous datasets that present a challenge for gene annotation groups for example through potential false positives and the lack of support for long range
exon combinations (15). RefSeq curators mitigate against
false positives by selectively incorporating only high quality datasets for consideration into our genome annotation pipeline and into the manual annotation process. RefSeq curators visualize transcript alignments, variation data,
and filtered RNA-Seq data in customized displays within
an in-house alignment tool incorporated into the NCBI
Genome Workbench platform (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/tools/gbench/). Curation of human genes utilizes analyzed RNA-Seq reads from the Illumina BodyMap 2 (BioProject: PRJEB2445) and Human Protein Atlas projects
(BioProject: PRJEB4337) (16). Additionally curators use
promoter-associated histone modification marks such as
H3K4me3 from the NIH Roadmap Epigenomic Mapping
Consortium (REMC; (17) and the ENCODE (Encyclopedia of DNA Elements) project (18) to verify the presence of
an active promoter. RefSeq curators also evaluate polyAseq data to affirm 3 completeness of transcripts lacking a
polyA tail (19). Additional data types, including PhyloCSF
(20), CpGIslands, RepeatMasker (21) and Cap analysis of
gene expression (CAGE) data (22), are sometimes used as
additional support.
Long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs)
The RefSeq group continues to significantly expand on the
representation of non-coding structural- and micro-RNAs,
transcribed pseudogenes, and the largely uncharacterized
lncRNAs. This class of genes is generally defined as being transcripts >200 nt in length that lack strong proteincoding potential (23). lncRNA RefSeq records are generated by curation and through the eukaryotic genome annotation pipeline for lncRNA genes. NCBI currently maintains over 540 000 eukaryotic lncRNA RefSeq records, of
which over 6700 have been curated and only a few hundred have been functionally characterized. Of these, many
have been implicated in human disease, such as BACE1-AS
which may play a role in the pathophysiology of Alzheimer’s
disease, and HOTAIR which has been associated with multiple cancers (24,25). The vast majority of lncRNAs have
unknown functions and the absence of long open reading frames presents a challenge in terms of confirming the
completeness of the transcript. Furthermore, lncRNA submissions to INSDC are largely based on TSAs from short
read datasets that may include artifactual exon combinations. RefSeq curators take a conservative approach to representing lncRNA genes, only manually creating RefSeqs
(with a NR accession prefix) for high quality transcripts
for which we have some certainty of the exon structure. Ideally, the transcript support should be spliced with at least
three exons but two-exon and intronless transcripts can be
represented if they are supported by promoter-associated
epigenomics, poly(A) evidence, additional cDNAs, and/or

RNA-Seq data. RefSeq lncRNA records for non-coding
genes can be retrieved from NCBI’s Nucleotide database using the search string ‘biomol ncrna lncrna[Properties]’ and
selecting the RefSeq filter from the left column.
Functional annotation
The unique contribution of curated eukaryotic RefSeq transcript records is that they integrate functional information with a reference sequence. RefSeq curation staff adds
gene summaries, nomenclature, transcript variant text, gene
and sequence attributes, and functional features that are
available on the RefSeq record and/or through the Gene
resource (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene). In the past
year, RefSeq staff have pursued several in-depth annotation
projects, some of which are briefly described in the following
paragraphs, to add functional data to specific sets of genes
where computational tools are unable to accurately represent biological knowledge. These projects include annotation of antimicrobial peptides, endogenous retroviruses,
replication-dependent histones, regulatory uORFs, and antizymes.
Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs). AMPs were a recent curation focus (http://ncbiinsights.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/2015/05/
21/) (26). AMPs are naturally occurring peptides that are
found in a diverse array of species and have been implicated
in many immune roles including bactericidal, antiviral, antifungal and even antitumor activities. A list of over 130
human genes encoding one or more experimentally proven
AMPs was gathered from several publicly available AMP
datasets and also mined from publications. Most of these
AMPs had not been previously identified in the RefSeq
database, and none of the AMP databases connected the
peptides to their encoding gene. RefSeq curators manually
annotated the RefSeq records for each AMP-encoding human gene to ensure that the functional peptide was annotated, to include a publication describing the antimicrobial
activity of the peptide, to add a brief summary describing
the antimicrobial activity of the encoded AMP, and to store
a new RefSeq attribute ‘Protein has antimicrobial activity’
which is included in the RefSeq attribute structured comment (e.g. NM 001124.2 for ADM; GeneID: 133). To access all of the curated human transcript or protein AMP
records, search the nucleotide or protein database using
‘Protein has antimicrobial activity[properties]’. Currently,
this search will find 191 RefSeq records, including splice
variants and protein isoforms.
Endogenous retroviruses (ERVs). Endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) are genomic loci that are derived from the
ancestral insertion of an exogenous retrovirus into the host
genome. ERV loci are generally out of scope for RefSeq;
however, we annotate full-length ERV protein-coding loci
that map to a single genomic location if they have evolved
to serve a host function, are associated with a known
disease, and/or if they have been assigned nomenclature
by an official nomenclature committee. About 8% of
the human genome is of retroviral origin (27); however
due to their ancient origins most human ERV loci have
accumulated nonsense mutations and can no longer encode
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a protein. The syncytin proteins, which are involved in
placental development (28), are a well-known exception
to this. Human syncytin-1 and syncytin-2 proteins are encoded by the ERVW-1 (NM 001130925.1, NM 014590.3)
and ERVFRD-1 (NM 207582.2) genes. To date we have
created 67 RefSeqs for ERV loci, which includes records
representing ERV genes from a diverse set of mammals.
A new RefSeq attribute category entitled ‘endogenous
retrovirus’ was created for these records and appears in a
structured comment on the RefSeq record. These records
can be retrieved from the Nucleotide database by searching
for ‘endogenous retrovirus [properties]’.
Replication-dependent histones. A rapid synthesis of histone mRNAs is required during cell division in order to
produce large amounts of histone proteins. Critical to this
process are the replication-dependent histone genes that are
upregulated during the G1/S phase of cell cycle (29). A specific RefSeq project was undertaken with the aim of curating
the full set of replication-dependent histone protein coding
genes in human and mouse. These genes have a canonical
3 histone downstream element (HDE) sequence in the genomic sequence and the resultant mature mRNAs characteristically lack poly(A) tails and instead terminate shortly
after an RNA stem-loop structure (30). The HDE element is
found on the precursor transcript but is not included on the
processed transcript represented by RefSeq. The location of
the conserved 16 nucleotide stem-loop structure sequence is
indicated on the RefSeq record as a feature annotation entitled ‘stem-loop’. An example can be seen on the RefSeq
entry NM 003539.3 for HIST1H4D (GeneID: 8360). To
date, 127 human and mouse replication-dependent histone
RefSeq records have been curated and a RefSeq attribute
added which can be used to retrieve these records from
the Nucleotide database using the search string ‘replicationdependent histone[properties]’.
Regulatory upstream open reading frames (uORFs).
Translation of an upstream open reading frame (uORF)
can negatively affect translation of the primary proteincoding open reading frame (pORF) (31). This effect does
not always completely silence pORF translation and may
be dependent on cell type, developmental state or cellular
condition. Therefore, although uORFs may be predicted
from the six-frame translation of a transcript, the regulatory effect of this element must be determined through
experimental validation. RefSeq curators reviewed the
literature to find transcripts with experimental evidence of
regulatory uORFs and updated the corresponding RefSeq
transcript records to add a misc feature denoting the
location of these uORFs. An example is the RefSeq entry
NM 000392.4 for ABCC2 (GeneID: 1244). A new RefSeq
attribute category entitled ‘regulatory uORF’ was created
and appears in a structured comment on these RefSeq
records. Both the annotated feature and the attribute cite
the supporting publication by PubMed ID. To date, 260
records have been annotated with this attribute and these
records can be retrieved from the Nucleotide database by
searching for ‘regulatory uORF [properties]’

Antizyme genes. One of the goals of the RefSeq project is
to represent genes with exceptional biology that do not follow standard decoding rules of protein synthesis. The ornithine decarboxylase antizyme gene is such an example,
where a programmed +1 ribosomal frameshifting mechanism occurs and cannot be predicted by conventional computational tools. A set of vertebrate antizyme transcript and
protein records were recently the subject of a manual annotation effort to create standards to improve annotation of
these gene products by the eukaryotic genome annotation
pipeline (32). The RefSeq records were manually annotated
with the split CDS feature to reflect ribosomal slippage, and
include a ‘ribosomal slippage’ attribute with published evidence, various miscellaneous feature annotations (such as
the location of the frameshift site) and a brief summary describing the function and novel properties of the gene (e.g.
NM 139081.2). These records can be retrieved from either
the Nucleotide or Protein database with the search query:
vertebrates[orgn] refseq[filter] ribosomal slippage[prop] antizyme[title]. This search currently finds 242 RefSeq records
(NM or NP), which includes transcript variants and protein
isoforms.
INVERTEBRATES
Invertebrate species represent the vast majority of extant
metazoans (33); however, only a relatively small number
are represented by sequenced genomes. This despite the
fact that many species have critical biomedical importance such as Anopheles gambiae, a vector for malaria and
Biomphalaria glabrata, a vector for schistosomiasis (34,35).
Other invertebrates including Apis mellifera, Bombyx mori
and Crassostrea gigas have significant commercial value
(36–38). The RefSeq group has made efforts to increase
the number and scope of invertebrate genomes represented
in the dataset by providing annotation via the eukaryotic genome annotation pipeline or by propagating annotation from INSDC submissions onto the RefSeq copy of
those genomes. For both process flows we are dependent on
the public availability of high quality genomes in INSDC
databases and NCBI’s Assembly database (www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/assembly/). To date 46 invertebrate genomes have
been annotated by NCBI including representative species
of insects, arachnids, mollusks and basal chordates. We anticipate a significant expansion in the number of insect and
other invertebrate genomes annotated as a result of genome
initiatives such as the i5k (39), 1KITE (1K Insect Transcriptome Evolution, http://www.1kite.org/) and the Global Invertebrate Genome Alliance (http://giga.nova.edu/) (40).
PLANTS
RefSeq continues to expand the diversity of plant species
represented in the dataset. To date, 61 plant species have
been included in the RefSeq genomes dataset (ftp://ftp.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/genomes/refseq/plant/) of which 33 species
were annotated through the eukaryotic genome annotation pipeline; the remainder are RefSeq copies of annotated
genomes submitted to INSDC. In the future, more plant
genomes selected for RefSeq inclusion will be processed by
the eukaryote annotation pipeline, rather than propagating
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annotation from the INSDC submission. This is a change
of policy for the RefSeq plant genomes and will result in
greater overall consistency of plant annotation data within
the RefSeq dataset. The majority of the RefSeq transcripts
and proteins available for plant species are ‘model’ records
(XM , XP and XR accessions; Table 1), with a smaller
subset of ‘known’ records (NM , NR , NP ) that are maintained independently of the annotation process by a combination of automated processing and manual review. Manual curation of plant transcript and protein data are currently provided for Zea mays and Solanum lycopersicum.
The current curation focus entails extensive sequence review
and is targeted toward resolving QA concerns in the current set of transcripts. Error resolution is focused on identifying and removing chimeric transcripts, redundant transcripts and genes, and improving the quality of the represented sequence by assessing indels and mismatches among
the RefSeq transcript, the genomic sequence, and orthologous data. For plants, we strive to provide a curated transcript and protein dataset that is consistent with the cultivar selected for genome sequencing and assembly. The curation protocol used for vertebrate data is also used for plants.
Thus, RefSeq transcript records may be updated to be based
on a different INSDC source sequence, or may be assembled from more than one INSDC sequence record in order to provide a transcript from the preferred cultivar. If
INSDC transcript data are not available for the genomic
cultivar then a RefSeq transcript may be generated from
the assembled genomic sequence based on a combination
of transcript or protein alignments, RNA-Seq, and/or published data. A second area of focus is to increase the number of supported known protein-coding transcripts and proteins as this provides a curated reagent that can be used
when annotating other plant genomes. Lastly, we are making more RefSeqs representing splice variants when there
is sufficient supporting evidence. These efforts will significantly improve the quality of the plant RefSeq dataset
and will contribute to improvements in future genome annotations. The current set of plant genomes annotated by
the pipeline can be accessed at NCBI’s eukaryotic genome
annotation pipeline website http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
genome/annotation euk/all/ with links to the detailed annotation report and other resources such as species BLAST
and FTP.

ALGAE, FUNGI, NEMATODES AND PROTOZOA
The NCBI small eukaryotic genome pipeline is a new automated pipeline designed for the generation of RefSeq
records as a result of direct propagation of annotated
INSDC records. The RefSeq records thus generated are
copies of the GenBank data with some format changes
to adhere to RefSeq requirements. The most notable difference between the original INSDC record and the RefSeq record is the addition of the RefSeq transcript product. Although not designed to generate de novo genome
annotation, the small eukaryotic genome pipeline draws
from several of the NCBI eukaryotic genome annotation
pipeline modules and their code (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/books/NBK169439/).

The ‘Small Eukaryotes’ designation refers to the
pipeline’s primary use to generate RefSeq genomes for
relatively smaller eukaryotic genomes (compared to those
of plants and vertebrates) such as those of algae, protozoa,
fungi, nematodes, and some arthropods. However, some
large plant genomes are also processed using this pipeline.
This pipeline processes high-quality assemblies consisting
of chromosomes and/or scaffolds and their components.
Those assemblies with high contig and scaffold N50, high
quality sequence, and reasonably good INSDC-submitted
annotation are prioritized. This pipeline, which replaces a
historical process flow that required more manual support,
has only recently reached a public production phase and
is already yielding an increased number of ‘small’ eukaryotic genomes represented in RefSeq. Work is ongoing
to optimize the pipeline throughput and to add more
automation and further minimize curator processing tasks.
Longer-term plans include implementing a protein-name
management system in order to provide, correct, or improve
on the INSDC submitted names over time. Many of the
genomes that are in scope for the small eukaryotes pipeline
cannot currently be processed by the (large) eukaryotic
genome annotation pipeline due to taxonomic diversity
and limited availability of transcript data needed to train
the de novo annotation pipeline.
Fungal targeted loci
Fungal morphology is highly diverse, ranging from complex multicellular structures to very simple single cells. A
variety of morphological structures and spore types can
be produced by a single species. Conversely, many species
produce similar morphologies (morphs) but are in fact genetically very distant. Until recently, a single species could
be validly described with more than one binomial name
based on sexual or asexual morphs. In many cases, only a
single morph has been described and recorded for a given
species, although species closely related to it could have
several morphs described and recorded. Consequently, sequence comparisons have been applied in the fungal community to differentiate between species, to track species as
they proceed through complex life cycles and to identify
cryptic species. As part of the dynamic process of taxonomic
re-evaluation, many fungal species corrections are not always up-to-date in GenBank sequence data.
To be a more reliable resource for DNA-based identification, reference sequences derived from type specimens
(which act as references for species) need to be labelled
with the correct and most up-to-date species name. The
Fungi RefSeq targeted loci databases provide this valuable
resource. For example, PRJNA177353 is a BioProject that
specifically focuses on the internal transcribed spacer (ITS)
regions in the nuclear ribosomal cistron which has been
used for many years as a phylogenetic marker and recently
approved as the formal barcode sequence of Fungi (41). The
ITS RefSeq database started out as a collaboration with Index Fungorum, MycoBank and UNITE, as well as a large
group of taxonomic specialists. Sequences were selected,
mostly from type specimens of valid descriptions, and then
current correct species names were associated with the sequences with the aim to represent most of the accepted fun-
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gal orders (8). Results from this curation effort have been
used and cited by various publications (42–46) and have
aided additional efforts at validating subsets of reference sequences, e.g. medically significant species (47).
The aim, with continued curation, is to add sequences
from newly described orders and to extend representation to
include most of the accepted families with a focus on medically important Fungi. The process also includes making
corrections, replacing sequence from verified material with
sequence from type material as it becomes available and
editing definition lines or removing RefSeq records as taxonomic classifications changes. This ensures that BLAST
search results correctly display the current name. The RefSeq ITS records have been extended to represent 3,060 sequences representing 270 families from 39 classes. During
the initial collaborative ITS RefSeq effort, a smaller set of
sequence accessions from the 28S nuclear large subunit ribosomal gene (LSU) were also collected but not verified.
A workflow similar to the ITS record curation process was
followed and during continued curation these LSU records
have been verified for sequence quality, correct identification, and accurate source data. Close to 500 records (from
800 potential records) representing >100 families from 21
classes were verified and recently released. The 28S dataset
can be retrieved from BioProject PRJNA51803 (48).
PROKARYOTES
The NCBI RefSeq prokaryotic genome collection represents assembled prokaryotic genomes with different levels
of quality and sampling density. For prokaryotes, based on
past community feedback our current policy is to provide
genome annotation for all prokaryotic genomes that meet
our quality criteria. In recent years, we have faced two major
challenges: (i) keeping up with the rapid escalation of submitted prokaryotic genomes; and, (ii) addressing a growing inconsistency in genome annotation due to the use of
both an INSDC propagation-based pipeline and different
versions of a NCBI de novo genome annotation pipeline as
developed over time.
With the increasing interest in human pathogens and
advancement of DNA sequencing technology, the number
of sequenced prokaryotic genomes has rapidly increased
in the last decade. Some bacterial strains are often indistinguishable using current genotyping approaches, but minor genetic differences can be detected on the basis of
whole-genome sequencing, which is useful for characterizing transmission pathways, identifying antibiotic resistance, and surveying outbreaks. To investigate food-borne
pathogens or infection outbreaks, large numbers of nearly
identical bacterial genomes have been sequenced and annotated in recent years, resulting in numerous identical proteins, each having a distinct accession number. In 2013
NCBI introduced a new protein data model and accession prefix (WP ) for the RefSeq collection. This change reduced the redundancy in RefSeq prokaryotic proteins and
facilitated identification of proteins that were identically
found on more than one genome. It also allowed for an improved strategy for managing prokaryotic protein names.
These non-redundant records represent unique prokaryotic protein sequences that are independent of any par-

ticular bacterial genome and may be annotated on multiple strains or species (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/about/
nonredundantproteins/).
Historically, RefSeq bacterial genomes annotation was
propagated from INSDC submissions, when available, or
generated using different versions of NCBI’s Prokaryotic
Genome Annotation Pipeline (which is also offered as a service for GenBank submissions). This resulted in accumulated inconsistencies in both structural and functional annotation in the RefSeq prokaryotic dataset. Over the past
two years NCBI improved several aspects of the Prokaryotic Genome Annotation Pipeline to increase capacity and
further standardize annotation rules. Our pipeline combines a gene calling algorithm, GeneMarkS+ (49,50), with
an alignment-based gene detection approach and is capable
of annotating both complete and draft WGS genomes. The
pipeline currently predicts protein-coding genes, structural
RNAs (5S, 16S and 23S), tRNAs and small non-coding
RNAs.
In 2015, we released a comprehensive annotation update for RefSeq prokaryotic genomes in order to harmonize genome annotation and complete the transition to the
new protein data model. A new prokaryotic protein name
database, name specifications, and an evidence-based strategy were developed and are currently in the process of being
deployed. Thus far, over 3 million protein records have updated names in an initial demonstration of the approach.
The new prokaryotic data model offers a significant advantage to name management as the protein name is carried
with the protein sequence record; updating the name on that
protein record results in automatically propagating the update to all genomes that are annotated with that accession
number.
RefSeq prokaryotic genomes are organized in several new
categories such as reference genomes and representative
genomes based on curated attributes and assembly and annotation quality measures (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/
about/prokaryotes/) (51). Reference genomes are manually
selected ‘gold standard’ complete genomes with high quality annotation and the highest level of experimental support for structural and functional annotation. Currently, a
small dataset of 122 reference genomes are manually annotated by collaborating groups and NCBI staff. The reference genomes are available at: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/genome/browse/reference/. Representative genomes are
computationally calculated and selected to represent diverse species. The representative genomes are available at:
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/browse/representative/.
RefSeq prokaryotic genome data can be accessed in
BLAST databases, web resources (Assembly, BioProject,
Genome, Nucleotide and Protein), through NCBI’s programming utilities, or can be downloaded from the genomes
or refseq FTP sites. A custom ‘Microbes’ BLAST page, accessed from the BLAST home page, provides options to
search against all RefSeq prokaryotic genomes, the Reference and Representative genomes subset, or to restrict the
search to a specific taxa. A subset of prokaryotic genomes
are annotated with a NCBI Gene ID and can be retrieved
in NCBI’s Gene resource or from the Gene FTP site. For
archaea, this is provided for most complete genomes. For
bacteria, this is provided for reference genomes and the rep-
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resentative genomes for species that have at least 10 genome
submissions.
Prokaryotic targeted loci
In prokaryotes, the 16S ribosomal RNA sequence has become a standard molecular marker for the description of
a new species. While these marker sequences have become
widely used, the quality of the sequence data and the associated meta-data being submitted to INSDC databases varies
considerably. Recognizing the importance of access to high
quality data for these markers, NCBI has expanded its targeted loci project to provide an up-to-date source of curated
data. The targeted loci project currently maintains nearly 18
000 16S ribosomal RNA reference sequences of which over
95% are from type strains. The type strains are considered
the exemplar of the species and it is essential that type strain
data be annotated with correct metadata and be free from
contamination.
This work involved an exhaustive review and update to
the underlying taxonomy database which was used in conjunction with NCBI’s type strain Entrez filter to retrieve
candidate sequences. The sequence data and their associated taxonomy/meta-data have been reviewed and corrected to include the most up-to-date information. If a sequence failed validation or could not be accurately validated, it was excluded. These reference sequences can now
be used as ‘gold standards’ for the analysis of existing and
new rRNA sequences.
Bacterial and Archaeal 16S rRNA datasets are available
from BioProject (PRJNA33175 and PRJNA33317, respectively). A custom BLAST database is also available (‘16S
ribosomal RNA sequences (Bacteria and Archaea)’).
VIRUSES
The RefSeq data model for viruses differs from that of
other organisms. In general, only one complete RefSeq
genome is created for each viral species. Occasionally multiple RefSeq records are created within a given viral species
to reflect well defined genotypes or important laboratory
and/or wild strains. Additional genomes for a given species
are validated for taxonomy and completeness and then indexed as sequence ‘neighbors’ (52). Both RefSeq and neighbor genomes are retrievable through the specialized Viral
Genome Resource (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/
viruses/) and from Entrez Nucleotide and Genome pages
using ‘RefSeq Genome for Species’ and ‘Other INSDC
Genome Sequences’ links (52).
Taxonomy is a major concern to viral genomics as there
are 3186 viral species officially recognized by the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) (53)
and 4834 complete genomes from both official and provisional viral species available from INSDC databases. The
NCBI Pairwise Sequence Comparison (PASC) tool was developed to assist in the classification of viral genomes based
on global and/or local alignments between genomes (http:
//www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sutils/pasc/). The scope of this tool
has been expanded to include a number of virus families
and other taxonomic groups, and it has been used to help
support the demarcation of new taxonomic criteria (54–57).

Another emerging problem in viral genomics is inconsistent and/or inaccurate annotation among related
viral genome sequences. This issue often reflects differing annotation processes and ongoing experimental
work and can lead to confusion among data consumers
and make comparative analysis between genomes difficult. This problem is addressed within the NCBI Virus
Variation Resource (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/
viruses/variation/) where computational pipelines are employed to provide up-to-date, standardized annotation for
several viruses (58). Currently, these pipelines calculate
standardized gene and protein boundaries for all Influenza
virus, Dengue virus, and West Nile virus sequences and
standardized gene and protein names and metadata terms
for these and two other viruses, Middle East respiratory
coronavirus and Ebolavirus. This standardized data is then
leveraged within a specialized, metadata-centric search interface that facilitates the easy retrieval of sequences based
on specific biological criteria.
Maintaining up-to-date, widely accepted annotation
standards requires continuous collaboration with the
greater scientific community. The NCBI Viral Genome
Annotation Working Group was established to leverage
consortia of public databases, sequencing centers, and research groups to develop standardized sequence annotation as well as isolate naming schemes for different
groups of viruses (59–63). This approach not only establishes standards for viral annotation but also represents
these standards within the current RefSeq record, ensuring accessibility for all database users and submitters. Similar collaborations are also necessary to support value
added, interpretive resources such as the HIV-1, human interaction database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/
viruses/retroviruses/hiv-1/interactions/) (64). Collaborators
from the Southern Research Institute provide documented
HIV-1, human molecular interactions curated from the literature and NCBI maintains a user friendly resource where
users can query for specific types of interactions and find
more information about the genes involved.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The RefSeq project is unique in offering a reference sequence dataset of transcripts, proteins and genomes that encompasses all kingdoms of life and has been actively maintained and updated over time to incorporate improved computational strategies, new data types, and new knowledge.
We have demonstrated the capability and capacity to respond to recent rapid increases in the number of sequenced
genomes submitted to INSDC databases. We have defined
a diverse set of policies and strategies for the curation and
annotation of eukaryotic, prokaryotic, and viral species to
meet the different needs of organism-specific communities.
The RefSeq dataset is widely used as a reference standard
for many different analyses including human and pathogen
clinical applications, comparative genomics, expression assays, sequence variation interpretation, and both array and
probe construction. At NCBI, the RefSeq dataset is integrated into multiple resources including Assembly, BLAST,
Epigenomics, Gene (where RefSeq annotation is the pri-
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mary basis for most Gene entries), Genome, dbSNP, dbVar,
Variation Viewer, and more.
We will continue to target manual curation to improve
structural and functional information for human and other
vertebrate genomes. Our conservative manual curation approach ensures the continued high quality and reliability of
the human, mouse, and other ‘known’ RefSeq records which
serves the needs of those who need a well-supported definition of alternate exons (fewer false positives). The addition of RNA-Seq data to our annotation pipeline significantly increased our annotation of alternate splice variants
as model RefSeqs to serve the needs of those who want a
more comprehensive, but still well-supported, definition of
the exome (fewer false negatives). While both known and
model RefSeqs report the support evidence on the sequence
record, they use distinct approaches to do so. Future efforts
will be directed toward harmonizing evidence reporting for
both ‘known’ and ‘model’ RefSeqs so that users can more
easily identify this information. We will also be adding a
new data type to the human and mouse RefSeq collection
in the near future to represent experimentally reported regulatory and functional elements with known (or reasonably
inferred) functional consequences.
For prokaryotic genomes, we continue to work on refining aspects of the structural annotation that is generated by the Prokaryotic Genome Annotation Pipeline. Our
work toward a new approach to manage functional information is still being refined and will be described elsewhere.
We anticipate re-annotating the entire RefSeq prokaryotic
genomes dataset when new versions of our prokaryotic annotation pipeline become available (to improve structural
annotation). The decision to annotate all RefSeq prokaryotes using a single method, together with the sheer volume
of this dataset, necessitates a different approach that leverages multiple sources of evidence to provide functional information. Protein names will be updated on an ongoing
basis as organized by protein families or categories of evidence type. Our goals for the coming year include greater integration of Rfam (65) in our annotation pipeline, expanded
collaboration, improved protein names, and reporting support evidence on the protein sequence record.
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